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Abstract: A comprehensive Highway Capacity Study (HCS) has been undertaken as a part
of a national highway project including development of capacity guidelines for major
inte lsections outside of urban areas in mainland East Asia. Field data collection of traffic
florv and journey times was conducted in 5 signalized, 9 unsignalized intersections and 5
rounclabouts. Furthermore studies of driver behavior and accepted gaps in conflicts
betrveen crossing traffic movements werc performed irt selected intersections. Delay-flow
lelationships were analyzed using multiple regression with power, exponential and linear
nroclels. Significant independent variables were traffic flow, split between major and minor
roacl traffic, level of side friction and load width. The driver behavior studies showed that
only 40Vo of the vehicles that had a choice between "gapping" or "pushing"actually waited
tbr a gap in the major road flow. Gap acceptance models therefore could not be used to
preclict intersection performance for the studied unsignalized intersections and

loundabouts. Critical gaps were nevertheless calculated and found to be in the range

betrveen 3.2 ro 4 seconds for light and 5.3 to 7.8 seconds for heavy vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

The vehicle fleet on interurban and township roads in mainland East Asia includes a large
proportion of low perforrning motor vehicles, slow-moving farm tractors, and man- or
animal-porvered vehicles. Passenger cal's are still few although their number is expected to
incLcase fast. Activities along the side of the road also create considerable "side friction"
slo',ving dorvn the traffic. In spite of high road standard and low traffic demand the level of
tral'l'ic pertbrrnance is generally low, making it difficult to apply capacity analysis methods
fronr clcveloped countries. A large-scale Highway Capacity Study (HCS) was therefore
carriecl oLrt in 1995-1998 with the purpose to develop draft capacity guidelines for
ntotorways, inteftrrban roads, township roads and major intersections outside of urban
areas. HCS was part of Technical Assistance for which the World Bank had extended a

Ioan.

The nrain part of the project dealt with interurban roads and motorways, from which resr.rlts

hrrve been reported by Bang and Ronggui (1998). Although given a lower priority the

I-ICS project also included rnajor intersections on interurban and township roads. The
purpose was to obtain rough estimates of intersection capacity as a basis for development
ol' ch'lft citpacity guidelines. A second objective was to study driver behavior in different
typcs ol'intersections as a basis for detailed future studies concerning intersection per-
lirlntance including sirnulation modeling. This paper describes results obtained for
unsi gnal ized four-arnr intersections and ror.rndabouts.
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DATA COLLECTION

Two types of intersection field studies were carried out within HCS:

a) Traffic flow and travel time surveys
Sr,.reys of traffic flow and travel time for all traffic movements in the intersection in order

to obtain empirical relationship between delay, traffic flow and intersection characteristics

(geometry, type of control, environmental conditions etc.). The following general data

needs were identified:
. type of intersection and traffic control;
. geometric layout and design with specific focus on the approaches and exits in each

road arm;
o traffic flow, composition, distribution on major/minor road, and distribution on turning

movements;
o side friction events in the entries and the exits;

o actual travel time passing the intersection;

o ideal or reference journey time for unobstructed crossing of the intersection determined

from actual speedin undisturbed sections upstream and downstream in each direction'

b) Driver behavior studies:
surveys of driver behavior when crossing the intersection including:

o time headway at stop line passage;

o behavior in crossing conflicts as a function of right-of-way of the own movement (e.9.

waiting for gaps, Pushing etc);

. accepted and rejected time gap for determination of the critical gap in conflicts with a

rnajor traffic movement where the minor road movement yields'

2.1 Traffic Flow And Travel Time Surveys

The trafficflow and travel time field surveys (called QTS below) included 9 unsignalized

intersections and 5 roundabouts. A summary of the characteristics of the surveyed

intersections is shown in Table I '

Table t Summary of Characteristics of Surveyed lntersections

Variable Unsignalized
intersections
(three- and four-arm)

Roundabouts

Major road width:
ranset average (m)

9.0 - 17.0
l 1.8

9.0 - 21.0
14.2

Minor road width
ranget average (m)

9.0 - 15.0
10.8

9.0 - 16.0
12.8

Tiaffic flow major road
range; average (Pcu/h)

285 -987
629

600 - 2400
135 I

Tffiflow minor road
range: average (Pch/u)

.256 - 493
356

560 - 900
705

Fl,ow ratio minor/total
rangel average

0.21 - 0.60
0.38

0.20 - 0.48
0.37
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The basic data collection method was to register vehicle identity (license plate number),

vehicle type and passage time in both directions of travel on all intersection arms in

sections sufficiently far away from the intersection to be undisturbed. This was achieved

by r,rsing a survey station in each intersection arm equipped with detectors for automatic

recorcling of vehicle passage time, vehicle type, direction of travel and spot-speed. The

stations were also equipped with video camcorders for recording of the license plate

number of each passing vehicle. The data for all intersection arms and directions was then

pr.ocessed to obtain the actual travel time between the upstream and the downstream survey

station for each traffic movement (straight-through as well as turning movements).

Each intersection area was also observe{ using continuous video recording during each

sLlNey. The quality obtained from those recordings was however generally poor due to

lack of high camera positions, but sufficient to review the discharge process and to exclude

data when the intersections was blocked due to accidents and other abnormal events.

The main purpose of the QTS surveys was to measure delay defined as the difference

between actual travel time and the reference (ideal) travel time between the in- and out-

srations for each direction in the intersection implying that geometric delay (DG) as well as

traffic delay (DT is included. Geometric delay is caused by the intersection geometry and

traffic control and occurs even if the vehicle is alone when crossing the intersection.

Traffic delay is caused by interaction with other vehicles in the intersection resulting in

queues or slow movements in conflict areas. These two components could not be estimated

separately from the available data, and the distinction was also irrelevant for the main

pLrrpose of this study.

The main problem with calculating delay was to estimate the reference travel time, which

is hypothetical and cannot be measured. Two alternative methods to define reference travel

time were used in the study based on data from the in- and out survey stations which were

locatecl sufficiently far away from the intersection to permit observation of undisturbed

speed on the road links.

a) The individual reference travel time method used the observed individual speed in

the in- and out-station to calculate an individual reference travel time for each vehicle,

TT15:

TTir= Irn /V'in * f.u, /V'or,
where

V'in, V'ou,

L'in, L'or,

The vehicle spot delay Di, is then calculated as:

Di.=TTi-TTt"
where

TTi: observed travel time for the vehicle
TTi,: individual reference travel time

measured spot speeds from short-base stations for actual

vehicle in- and out-station
distances from in- and out-station to intersection
center point

t1l

tzl
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b) The vehicle class average reference travel time method used the observed average
vehicle class speed in the actual time period in the in- and out-station to calculate a

vehicle class reference travel time for each vehicle class and direction in the time
period. This method provided more stable results at low traffic flows.

2.2 Driver Behavior Studies

In older to better understand the traffic interaction process in intersections a number of
miclo-studies were performed. These studies were also intended to be useful for future

clevelopment and implementation of simulation models for intersections.

a) Traffic behavior for crossing conflicts for vehicles from a minor road

Dr.iver behavior in conflict points between crossing vehicle movements in unsignalized

iutersections was studied using video recording from an elevated position. The following

types ofbehavior were observed visually from the video recordings:

l) no conflict (the vehicle is "alone" in the conflict area);

2) gapping (the vehicle stops and waits for acceptable gap in major road traffic);

3) guit ing (the vehicle does not stop and wait for a gap but continues forward thtrs

forcing the major road traffic to slow down or stop);

4) fbllowing (following after a lead vehicle of type 2 or 3).

Classification was made by vehicle type (l: Light Vehicles: including cars, jeeps, mini

vehicles; 2: Heavy Vehicles: including buses, trucks, truck combinations).

b) Acccpted antt rejected gaps for gapping straight-through vehicles from a minor
roatl crossing a major road traflic florv.

Rejectecl and accepted gaps for straight through minor road vehicles crossing a major road

tlow wer.e registeied from video recordings of the traffic process in the conflict area in

unsignal ized intersections.

DELAY . FLOW RELATIONSHIPS

Gcncral

A stratified sample of l5-rninute intervals at each site was selected for license plate

iclentification, reiulting in 50-150 observations for the delay analysis from each intelval.

The intervals were selected to represent a range of conditions regarding the total traffic and

the ratio of the minor to major road flow (split) with emphasis on peak hour conditions.

However. the traffic flows in the studied intersections and roundabouts were generally low

with quite limited flow variation. Hence the data could not be used to assess capacity, and

estilnates of delay-flow relationships were generally uncertain'

All sur.veyed intersections were four-way with very large intersection areas. flared

appr-oaches and big radii (reportedly to facilitate a future conversion of the intersections to
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roundaboLrts by just adding a central island). This also applied to the roundabouts.

Vehicles typically made use of the whole area by short-cutting to avoid conflicts, pushing

thror.rgh an intersecting flow rather than waiting for longer gaps, etc. No clear priority
rules were observed as shown in Section 3.3 below. The same type of traffic behavior was

obselved for a much larger number of sites in the Indonesian Highway Capacity Manual
pro.ject (Bergh 1994).

The analysis described below focused on two performance measures of particular interest

for both unsignalized intersections and roundabouts:

. the average delay for all traffic, and

. the average delay for major road traffic only.

Tl.re average delay for all traffic is primarily of interest for comparison of different
intersection types, while the average delay for the major road traffic only can be used to

calculate the travel speed along a highway which includes both links and intersections. The

analysis considered "delay" as including both traffic delay (resulting from vehicle
interactions between crossing conflicts) and geometric delay (resulting solely from the

need to slow down to navigate the geometrics of the intersection, e.g. making a turning
r1'lovelnent).

All tlaffic flows were expressed in pcu/hour with a passenger car equivalent (pce) of 1.0

for light vehicles and 1.5 for heavy vehicles (estimated for an average mix of such vehicles

using tlaffic signal headway data).

3.2 Delay-Florv Analysis For Unsignalized Intersections

a) Avcrage delay for all traffic

Figule I below plots the average delay for all traffic entering the intersection versus the

total traffic flow. Each point represents one l5 minute period in one of eight unsignalized
irlte[sections.

A ctelay-flow relationship with delay increasing with flow can be spotted in the Figure as

well as different levels of delay at the same level of the total traffic flow in some

i ntelsections.

A correlation analysis was undertaken to identify any significant relationships between

clifferent factors. The variables included delay and vehicle speeds in total and for each

roacl separntely; as well as the total traffic flow, the ratio of minor to major road traffic, the

percentage of vehicles turning right or left, the class of the major road, the intersection
area, rhe existence of special bicycle lanes, and an indicator of the level of side friction
close to the intersection.
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Figure I Average Delay for All Vehicles Plotted Against the Total Traffic Flow

The average delay to all vehicles was found to be significantly correlated with the

following variables:

+ (tlith a positive sign, i.e. the delay increases when the variable increases)

. total traffic flow;
o level of side friction, assessed on a scale l-3;

- (v,ith a negative sign)
. average refercnce speed in all intersection arms measured at the survey stations

upstream and downstream of the intersection.

The average delay was expected to increase stronger than linearly with traffic flow, i.e. at

ap ilcr.easing rate as the flow approached the capacity of the intersection. It was however

cliftjcult to issess the shape of this relationship due to the low level and limited range of
rhe total traffic flows in the survey data. All observations were well below capacity (700-

I,200 pcu/h). Two alternative regression models that both allow for increasing rates of
increase wel'e tested:

Powerrnodel: [Dtot] =a* [variable-l]^bl * [Variable-2]"b2* "' t3l

Exponential model:

where

[Dtot] =
a, bl, b2.. =

lDtotl = a * exp{bl*[Variable-l] + b2*[Variable-2] + ..]

average delay for the intersection as a whole

coefficients to be determined.
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Step-wise regression
following variables:

Power model:

using both models showed statistically significant results for the

QT = total traffic flow
FRIC = assessed level ofside friction (1-3)

Wmaj = width of major road

Wmin = width of minor road

Exponential model: Qtot = total traffic flow

lffi" : $;1'f:1 ff:,"I"'iS" 
rriction

Vmin = ov€r?ge minor road speed

The power model gave slightly higher R2 value with 0.46 as compared to 0.43. Some other

variables were nearly significant but different for the two models and not all with the

expected sign. This may be due to the interdependencies between the variables, which left

some ar.bitrariness regarding the selection. For example, the split depends as per definition

only on the ratio of the minor to the major road flow Qmir/Qmaj, but not on the total flow

etot = emin+Qmaj. Alternatively Qmin and Qmaj could be selected as two independent

variables, but for the purpose of the applications it is preferable to use Qtot and

S=Qrnin/Qmaj.

In a second step, a partly new set of variables was defined based on such considerations

and entered step-wise in the power model. This resulted in:

Dtot = 0.025 x Qtot^0.94 x 5^0.23 * 8^(-0.28) t5l
where
Dtot = average delay for all traffic movements in the intersection

Qtot = total flow in the intersection
g = split between minor and major road traffic
B- degree ofbicycle separation: 3 if separate bicycle lanes are provided,

2 if the shoulders can be used by bicycles, and I if there are no such

facilities.

The resulting R2 was 0.38, which could be improved to 0.45 if the following variables were

also added:
RT = 7o vehicles turning right, in total for all approaches: exponent 0'75

LT = 7o vehicles turning left: exponent4.27
A - intersection area WmajxWmin: exponent 0.35

The acl6ition of the three additional variables is questionable, however, since at least RT

appears to have the wrong sign: the predicted delay increases with an increasing share of

tiaific turning right. The probably reason is that the variables RT, LT and A are all

correlated in the surveY data.

Figqr.e 2 compares the delays predicted by this model with those measured empirically.

tne figqre shows that the estimated power model is not applicable for delays exceeding

about i0 seconds per vehicle, which according to the model corresponds to a total traffic

florv ir.r the order of 1,500 pcu/h. Higher flows than 1,500 pcu/h were not observed and

cogld not be considered statistically on the basis of these data. Very similar results were

obtained with the exponential model.
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Within its range of validity 500- 1,500 pcu/hour, however, the model predicts the tbllowing
el'fccts for the average intersection delay:

. the effect of the total traffic flow is nearly linear, with an increase of about 1.5

sec/vehicle per 100 pcu/hour;

o an increase in the ratio of minor road traffic to major road traffic from 0.5 to 1.5 (i.e.

fron 25Vo to 7 SVo of the total traffic) increases the average delay by about 25Vo:

o the provision of separate bicycle lanes, as compared to no facilities at all for bicyces,
reduces the average delay by the order of25Vo.

model delay Total delay model fit
(sec/pcu)

35 r----
^ exp R^2 =0.36

o oow R^2=0.45 LT. A.=-L.: )-/

-E- - - --r --- - - --dF-- --- - -
a , f:

lr a ,

b
o ori

-^---3-
or

0

Figure 2.

empirical delay (sec/Pcu)

Comparison Between Estimated and Empirical Delay for all Traffic.

for major road delay

b) Major road delay

The same correlation analysis as presented above was performed

resulting in the following relationship (Rz=0.40):

Dmaj = 0.190 * Qtot^0.624 * S^0.413 * FRIC^0.286
where

t6l

Dmaj = average delay for the major road traffic

Qtot = total flow in the intersection
$ = split between minor and major road traffic
FRIC= subjective estimate of side friction, on a scale I (=linle or none)

to 3 (=high)

I
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c) Comments regarding obtained results

The empilical models based on regression analysis shown above had no explicit link to the

stucly of driver behavior described in Section 4 below. Figure 1 with the observed delay-

flow clata shows a considerable scatter, leading to rather weak models for prediction of
clelay. Comparison with studies from Indonesia (Bergh, Dardak 1994), where similar driver
behavior exists, showed that the delays were normally higher in spite of the considerable

size of the studied intersections (see Table l). A possible reason for this may be the poor

tane discipline including a tendency of the drivers to try to "cut corners" while making left-
turns in spite of the blockages to other traffic movements that this behavior may cause.

Horvever, none of the studied intersections had a traffic load that made it possible to

observe conditions close to capacity.

3.3 Delay-Flow Analysis For Roundabouts

A sirnilar regression analysis was performed on the delay-flow data including a total of 50

r.ecor.ds (I5-minute periods) for six different roundabouts. Five of the six roundabouts

rvere lelatively small and had light to moderate traffic, while the sixth was large and often

satrtrated to capacity. Due to the small size and range of the samples the results may not be

applicable for other roundabouts, particularly regarding the effects of individual variables

lelated to geometric and other factors.

Considering observed correlations between the dependent variable Dtot and other variables

as well as between these other variables, three types of independent variables coulcl be

iclentified:

. rneasLrres of the traffic flow: Qtot, Qmaj, Qmin, and SPLIT (=Qmin/Qmaj). Only two

of these can be independent and appear in the same regression equation, namely either

Qtot and SPLIT or Qmaj and Qminl

. geometric variables including the road widths Wmaj and Wmin as well as the inner and

oute; diarneter of the roundabout (RI, RO). These arg all interdependent, and also

colrelated with some other variables in the data set such as the percentage of turning
vehicles (RT and LT). Probably at the most two of the geometric variables can be

significant in the same regression equation;

o other variables which are more or less independent but still affect the delay to various

extents, e.g. SEP = separation ofbicycles.

Step-wise regression was used to successively identify variables that contributed most

torvarcls reducing the variance in the delay Dtot. The same power function was tested as

fbr tfie unsignalized intersections. Since the relationship between flow and delay was

lor.rnd to be nearly linear for those intersections, a linear relationship was also tested for
rouudabouts rvith the following results:

Linear Dtot = 8.7 + 0.008*Qtot + 0.7*SPLIT + 4.0*SEP - O.9*Wavg l7l

Porver function Dtot = 0.34*Qtot^0.788xSPLIT^0. t9*SEP^0.48*Wavg^(-0'80) t81

Tlre power and the linear legression gave very similar results. The two variables Qlot and

SPLiT together r"rniquely de-termined Qmaj and Qmin, and resulted in a higher R2 value
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than the lame: two variables. The degree of separation (SEP) significantly improved the R2

values, although it appeared to have wrong sign. The variables Wmin (width of the minor
roacl) and RI (the inner diameter of the roundabout) also contributed significantly, but

coirlcl both be replaced by the single variable Wavg. This was constructed as the average

wiclth of the major and the minor road, i.e. Wavg =(Wmaj+Wmin)/2'

In the power regression, the exponent for the total flow Qtot was less than one, indicating
rhar rhe delay-flow relationship increases less than linearly. This was also found for
unsignalized intersections but is more surprising for these roundabouts since one of the

sites operates near capacity.

In Figr.u'e 3 below calculated results from both these models are compared with the

enrpilical results from the data base. The figure shows very little difference between the

rwo 1noclels when applied to the available data. The apparent linearity of the delay-flow
relationship over the whole range of traffic flows from about 600 pcu/h to nearly 3,800

pcuih is surprising.

Regression analysis of major road delay Dmaj showed that four variables contributed

significantly to the linear model at 95Vo confidence level:

o Qrnin
eRT
.LT
. Wavg

average minor road flow, pcu/h

Vo right turn, average for the roundabout

7o left turn, average for the roundabout

average of the major and minor road widths (linear model only)

Calculated Delays Using the Two Estimated Models (Linear and Power),

Compared to the Observed Total Delays'
Figure 3
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The sign for RT and perhaps also for LT are the opposite of what-would be expected,

probably due to correlations with some other variables (such as SEP) which did not

contribute directly in the regression.

The relationship between Dmaj and Qmin is nearly proportional, which due to the strong

cor.relation between Qmin and Qmaj implies a nearly proportional relationship also rvith

the total flow Qtot. Again, this is due to the particular conditions in these six roundabouts

and may not apply generally, for example if Qmin is more or less constant while Qrnaj

valies during the day.

DRIVER BEHAVIOR AND GAP ACCEPTANCE

Introduction

The purpose of these studies was to:

o analyze if the traffic behavior at the studied unsignalized intersections could be

clescribed in terms of gap acceptance; and to

. measure, ifpossible, gap acceptance to support the proposed capacity model.

Video recordings ofthe vehicle behavior were screened for three unsignalized intersections

with traffic flow within the range 500-1,200 vehiclesfttour for the major road, and 100-250

vehicles per hour for the minor road. Based on these preliminary screenings, the following

hypotheses were formulated:

. vehicles turning left off the major road normally make short cuts through the

intersection, thereby avoiding to yield for opposing through traffic;

. vehicles turning left off the minor road also try to short cut in the same manner. When

this is not por.ibl", they normally gap to through traffic from the left on the major road,

and merge or weave with major road traffic from the right;

. vehicles from the minor road bound straight across the major road sometimes yield

("gap"), and sometimes push their way across the major road;

r vehicles tuming right off the minor road sometimes gap and sometimes merge into the

major road traffic.

The quantitative evaluation focused on two specific objectives:

(A) to classify the behavior of vehicles crossing from the minor road (percentages that gap,

pr.rsh, etc.); and
(B) to analyze the gap behavior for those vehicles which do gap.

4.2 Traffic Behavior

The behavior in crossing conflicts from the minor road was studied for eight l5-minute

periocls in five unsignalized intersections. Each vehicle was classified in one of lour

groups with regard to its observed behavior in the conflict zone:
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l. no conflict (large gap in the major road traffic);
2. gapping, meaning the vehicle stops and waits for an acceptable gap;
3. pushing, meaning that the vehicle does not wait but crosses in such a way that traffic

on the major road is forced to slow down or swerve;
4. following, after a lead vehicle of type 2 or 3.

The results from a total of about 3,000 observations from all five intersections is
surnmarized in Table 2:

Table 2 Classification of Behavior for Vehicles Crossing From a Minor Road

VEHICLE
TYPE

oh of all vehicles "/o of q.ao or nush
Alone Push Gap Follow Gap Push

light
heav

52 16 ll 2l
52 t7 ll 20

4t 59
39 6l

Of the vehicles that had the choice betu,een "gapping" or "pushing", only about 40o/o on
average actually selected to wait for a gap in the major road flow. This means that a gap

acceptance model could not be used to predict the level of traffic performance fol the
str.rdied unsignalized intersections.

Regression analysis of the percentage gapping vehicles with a choice between gapping or
pushing was undertaken in order to explain the behavior. The results were not conclusive
bLrt inclicated that "pushing" became relatively more frequent with increasing traffic flow
in the intersection, and also with an increasing ratio between the minor road traffic and the
rna.jol load traffic.

4.3 Gap Acceptance

Gap acceptance for minor road through traffic was investigated in more detail for three of
the Lrnsignalized intelsections. Figure 4 illustrates results from one site.

Statistical rnethods including Ashworth's correction factor were used to estimate the

clitical gaps. The results for all three intersections had a range between 3.2 and 5.0
scconcls for light vehicles, and between 5.3 and 7.8 seconds for heavy vehicles. The
numbel of lanes in the major road (2 or 4) had no significant impact on the results.

Thc estimated critical gaps ranged between 3.2 and 5.0 seconds for light vehicles, and

berr.vecn 5.3 and 7.8 seconds for heavy vehicles. This is higher than reported from
Inrlonesia but somewhat lower than as reported from Sweden, Germany and the US for the

same traffic movement in intersections of a similar size (Bergh 1994, Kyle 1997).
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Figure 4 Empirical Gap Acceptance for Minor Road Through-traffic

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The stuclies of the capacity of unsignalized intersections and roundabouts on interurban and
township roads described in this paper was based on a limited number of surveyed
intersections with only one intersection experiencing severe congestion. The following
preliminary conclusions could however be made:
r leference (ideal) road link speed (assuming no intersection) was best detennined

based on observed space mean speeds for each class ofvehicle;
. intersection delay was primarily a function of l) total intersection traffic flow, 2) split

between major and minor road flow, 3) level of side friction, and 4) width of the
intersecting roads;

o the drivers generally did not give way to the traffic from the right or from the major
road. Intersection performance therefore could not be analyzed using explanatory
r.nodels, e.g. based on critical accepted gaps;

. the pelformance of the unsignalized intersections was generally poor compared to
lesr,rlts obtained for Indonesia which has similar driver behavior.

The project resulted in empirical models from with the traffic performance (delay) could
be estilnated as a function of the variables listed above. At the onset of the project it was
also intended to use the results to develop a simulation model for unsignalized
irrtelsections. The vast size of the intersection conflict area in combination with the
ilregular vehicle paths chosen by the drivers to cross it would however make simulation
nrodeling difficnlt. More comprehensive and in-depth field studies of driver behavior
rvor.rlcl be required to evaluate if simulation modeling could be at-all suitable for the studied
problern.
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